In senses as diverse as vision, hearing, touch, and the electrosense, sensory neurons receive bottomup input from the environment, as well as top-down input from feedback loops involving higher brain regions [1] [2] [3] [4] . Through connectivity with local inhibitory interneurons, these feedback loops can exert both positive and negative control over fundamental aspects of neural coding, including bursting [5, 6] and synchronous population activity [7, 8] . Here we show that a prominent midbrain feedback loop synthesizes a neural code for motion reversal in the hindbrain electrosensory ON-and OFF-type pyramidal cells. This top-down mechanism generates an accurate bidirectional encoding of object position, despite the inability of the electrosensory afferents to generate a consistent bottom-up representation [9, 10] . The net positive activity of this midbrain feedback is additionally regulated through a hindbrain feedback loop, which reduces stimulus-induced bursting and also dampens the ON and OFF cell responses to interfering sensory input [11] . We demonstrate that synthesis of motion representations and cancellation of distracting signals are mediated simultaneously by feedback, satisfying an accepted definition of spatial attention [12] . The balance of excitatory and inhibitory feedback establishes a ''focal'' distance for optimized neural coding, whose connection to a classic motiontracking behavior provides new insight into the computational roles of feedback and active dendrites in spatial localization [13, 14] .
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Weakly electric fish use a self-generated electric field to track moving objects [15] [16] [17] [18] . In one particular behavior, the electromotor response [16, 17] , fish track swinging plastic rods at a fixed distance from their body. As the fish attempts to maintain this position, a sensory focus that optimizes motion estimation [19] , the relative distance between the fish and the rod is constantly changing and causes spatially localized increases and decreases in the fish's electric field relative to the background (sensory contrast). These local motion signals are relayed by cutaneous electroreceptor afferents (EAs) that form excitatory topographic projections onto deep and superficial ON-and OFF-type pyramidal cell pairs, located in columns of the hindbrain electrosensory lobe (ELL) (Figure 1 ) [10, 23] . The ON and OFF cell populations are a bottleneck for bottom-up sensory contrast information and project topographically to the torus semicircularis (TS), a midbrain structure in the ascending electrosensory pathway that projects to the optic tectum and thalamus [23] .
In addition to the bottom-up EA input, two prominent feedback pathways terminate on the extensive apical dendrites of the superficial ON/OFF cells. First, the TS modulates its own superficial ON/OFF cell input through a topographic projection to a hindbrain nucleus (n. praeminentialis, nP) [13, 24] , where it drives stellate cells ( Figure 1A ). The stellate cells feed back with precise topography onto the proximal apical dendrites of the ELL superficial ON/OFF cells [6, 13, 25] . Because this feedback pathway engages the midbrain, we label it the ''outer loop.'' The outer loop also drives local ELL inhibitory interneurons [13] , but previous in vivo [26] and in vitro [27] studies show that it is strongly net excitatory when activated.
A second distinct loop remains confined to the hindbrain (Figure 1B) and is termed the ''inner loop.'' The inner loop originates from the deep ON/OFF cells, which directly excite the nP multipolar cells projecting diffusely to the cerebellum (EGp), whose granule cells provide excitatory input to the distal apical dendrites of superficial ON/OFF cells [13, 28] . The inner loop also engages local inhibitory interneurons [13] ; during stimulation, this loop is net inhibitory due to potent disynaptic inhibition [22, 26, 29] . Both the inner and outer loops exert control over bursting, imparting strongly nonlinear receptive field (RF) properties to the superficial ON/OFF cells [13, 25, 30] . Unlike the superficial cells, the non-bursty deep ON/OFF cells have stunted dendrites, receive little feedback, and are nearly linear encoders of sensory contrast [11, 30] .
Motion stimuli were presented to immobilized A. leptorhynchus while recording extracellularly from superficial ON-and OFF-type pyramidal cells in vivo. After mapping the RF, a brass or plastic sphere was aligned with the recorded cells' RF center midpoint [31] and then withdrawn to an initial position of 6.25 cm from the body; sequences of loom-recede stimuli were presented at 2 cm/s with motion reversal occurring at 0.25 cm, either immediately or after a brief pause (Figure 2A ; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Motion along this body axis is experienced during the electromotor response (Figure 2A , inset) [16] . Despite the directional symmetry in the electrosensory contrast, an asymmetry develops in the EAs after motion reversal due to spike frequency adaptation (Figure 2A ) [9, 10] .
The superficial ON cells encode looming motion for positive contrast signals (brass), and superficial OFF cells encode looming for negative contrast signals (plastic) [9, 10] . Both cell types rapidly increase their firing rate as their preferred stimulus approaches the body, and their firing rate is suppressed by the ''non-preferred'' looming stimulus ( Figure 2B ). Upon motion reversal, there is a dramatic switch in burst activity between cell types: ON cells encode the receding motion of negative contrast signals, whereas OFF cells encode receding for positive signals [9, 10] . Example spike trains from an ON/OFF cell pair switch are shown for the brass sphere ( Figure 2B, bottom) , including the decreased firing rate responses, which signal context but ambiguously encode distance. Given that ON and OFF cell responses to looming and receding are indistinguishable [9] , we pooled their looming and receding spike trains into separate groups to determine firing rates in each direction of motion ( Figure 2B ). Aside from an average delay of 142 ms until bursting onset, the receding firing rate is a reflection of the looming response, generating a directionally invariant neural code for object motion around the sensory focus (Figure 2B, inset; x*) [19] .
Spike trains were decomposed into burst spikes (red; interspike interval % 10 ms) and tonic spikes (black; >10 ms), and population-averaged firing rates for both modes of spiking are plotted against distance ( Figure 2C ). The skew from the bottom-up EA input is reflected in the tonic spike firing rates of the superficial cell receding response, which are qualitatively similar to the deep ON/OFF cell firing rates ( Figure 2C , insets). The superficial burst firing rates surpass the tonic rates near the location of the sensory focus (x* = 1.4 cm) [19] . This specific distance occurs at a bifurcation between tonic and burst modes of spiking [9, 16, 19] . In the following, we locate this point using the burst fraction (BF), that is, the number of burst spikes divided by the total number of spikes, determined as a discrete function of distance in 2 mm intervals along the distance axis (BF; see also Figure S1 and Supplemental Experimental Procedures) [9, 19] . The EAs form glutamatergic synapses on the basal dendrites of deep and superficial ON-type pyramidal cells, as well as local GC2 interneurons, which, through ionotropic GABAergic synapses (blue), invert the EA signal for the deep and superficial OFF cells of the same ELL column. An outer loop is formed by excitatory (glutamatergic, red) topographic projections of both deep and superficial ON/OFF cells to the midbrain torus semicircularis (TS). There are many cell types in TS, some of which project back topographically to the stellate cells of nP, which in turn project back topographically onto the AMPA/ NMDA-rich proximal apical dendrites of the superficial ON/OFF cells. This loop provides strong short-term potentiating (STP) excitatory control over the burstgenerating mechanism through interactions with the back propagation of action potentials, supported by the Na + channels (NaV) in the proximal dendritic arbor. This excitation is time limited through the hyperpolarizing action of SK channels on the nP stellate cells, causing spike-frequency adaptation (SFA). The net positive feedback is also regulated by the subtractive inhibition of the GC2 interneurons and the divisive inhibition from VML interneurons [20] ; both interneuron types receive positive feedback of the outer loop and drive GABA-A receptors on the soma and dendrites of superficial ON/OFF cells. (B) An inner hindbrain loop originates from the deep cells that emit collaterals to nP (superficial cells do not project directly to nP) [11] . A different type of nP neuron, the multipolar cell, then projects to granule cells of the caudal cerebellum (EGp). Next, these granule cells project parallel fibers that terminate back on the distal apical dendrites of superficial ON/OFF cells. Burst-induced long-term depression (LTD) [21] and short-term depression (STD) [13, 22] at the parallel fiber to pyramidal cell synapses enable flexible control over the excitatory input to AMPA/NMDA-rich distal dendrites. The inner loop is crudely topographic compared to the outer loop, providing diffuse feedback to the superficial cells.
properly identified (see Figure S1 ). As a main comparative statistic between our experimental conditions, burst spikes were also counted for each trial over a 1 cm interval near the fish's body, , and the EAs encode the changing object distance by, respectively, increasing or decreasing their firing rates (blue). Upon motion reversal, EA adaptation generates an asymmetry in the relayed EA input and the firing rate drops below baseline near 1 cm, falsely indicative of negative contrast for a positive contrast object. The same skew occurs for the receding plastic sphere [9, 10] . Inset: in the electromotor response [16] , fish maintain a constant distance (x*) to a swinging bar.
(B) During looming of brass or plastic spheres, the ON-or OFF-type neurons, respectively, increase their firing rate, whereas spiking is suppressed in the opposing cell pair [9, 10] . Population-averaged firing rates (FRs) (blue) were determined from all cells and plotted over the sample mean's SE (gray). Example spike trains from an ON/OFF cell pair switch are provided. Whereas the ON cell increases burst spikes (red) relative to tonic spikes (black) during looming, spiking is suppressed in the corresponding OFF cell. Upon motion reversal, a rapid switch is evoked: the previously suppressed OFF cell begins to burst and the ON cell is now suppressed [9, 10] . The distance x* = 1.4 cm marks a transition between burst and tonic modes of spiking, a ''sensory focus'' where motion estimation is optimal (see Figure S1 ) [19] . where they are most prominent. These burst count distributions were compared between each experimental condition and the normal data using the two-way Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, a = 0.01, whose null hypothesis (H 0 ) states that two empirical datasets are drawn from the same continuous distribution. A complete list of sample sizes and associated statistics is found in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. To investigate the role of feedback, we blocked glutamatergic transmission within a small region of TS with bilateral pressure injections of CNQX (10 mM) and AP5 (100 mM). Anatomical data [32] were used as a guide to match the topography of the TS injection to the ON/OFF cells' RF location (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). A putative topographic match between the inactivated TS circuitry and the recorded cells' RF resulted in elimination of the receding response (reject H 0 , p = 4 3 10 À106 ) and a much weaker looming response (reject H 0 , p = 2 3 10 À16 ; Figure 2D ). Top-down activity entirely synthesizes the burst responses to receding motion, whereas it enhances an existing bottom-up burst code for looming motion. The estimated focal point shifts toward the body for looming (Figures 2D and S1B) and is undefined for receding because burst spiking is abolished. Post-injection, the superficial responses resemble the deep ON/OFF cells (Figure 2B , insets; see also Figure S1 ) [25] . Neuroanatomical data suggest that the inner loop might be modulated by TS [32] ; thus, it remained uncertain whether TS synthesizes receding responses through the outer feedback loop or the inner loop. Therefore, we inactivated inner loop feedback [13] with a bilateral block of the cerebellar (EGp) projections, which leaves the outer loop completely intact. Blocking the EGp output signal significantly increases the looming (reject H 0 , p = 3 3 10 À8 ) and receding (reject H 0 , p = 4 3 10 À13 ) motion responses in ON/OFF cells and shifts the focal point outward ( Figure 3A ; see also Figure S1 ). This is the complete opposite effect from the TS block ( Figure 2D ). Because the inner loop is net negative during motion ( Figure 3A) , we conclude that positive feedback from TS and the outer loop is solely responsible for creation of the receding response, whereas the net negative action of the inner loop helps to stabilize the net positive action of the outer loop and balance the network around the sensory focus (x*).
The outer loop is precisely topographic at each stage of transmission; therefore, we hypothesize that blocking TS circuitry that is topographically matched to the superficial ON/OFF cells' RF explains the abolished receding burst response. In support of the hypothesis, we repeated our motion protocol at sites more than 1 cm rostral or caudal to the RF center midpoint, aligned with or just past the edge of the mapped RF center [31] . This hypothesized TS injection mismatch produced the opposite effect from the matched TS block: very large increases in burst spiking and firing rate for both looming (reject H 0 , p = 6 3 10 À3 ) and receding motion (reject H 0 , p = 4 3 10 À20 ; Figure 3B , cf. Figure 2D) . Although the focal point for looming remains the same, the focal point for receding shifts outward from the body (Figures 3B and S1 ). For the receding response, these increases in bursting are qualitatively similar but significantly larger than those produced by the EGp block (reject H 0 , p = 8 3 10 À8 ), suggesting that negative mismatched TS modulation acts through both inner and outer loops. In further support of a topographic relationship between feedback and the pyramidal cells' RF, if an apparent mismatch was obtained first, we could move the injection pipettes more rostral or caudal in TS and re-inject to eliminate the receding response. We further confirmed that our results extend to motion parallel to the body, where the spheres reverse at the RF center midpoint of ON/OFF cells (see Figure S2 ) [9] . The transition in all three dimensions between net positive feedback with a suspected topographic match versus net negative feedback with mismatched topography is consistent with an earlier suggestion that the outer loop implements a spatial attention mechanism [13] . During natural motion, A. leptorhynchus continuously bends its tail, causing spatially diffuse amplitude modulations (AMs) of the electric field. These AMs are encoded by the EAs and deep cells, but not by their target ON/OFF superficial cells [11, 33] . Because the inner loop is responsible for cancelling interfering AMs [21] , we wondered whether concomitant regulation of outer and inner loops via the TS projection to nP is required during natural motion processing. Figure 3C shows an example superficial cell's cancellation of a typical sinusoidal AM response under normal conditions. After mismatched TS injections, a strong bursting response to the AM is unmasked in agreement with EGp blocks [11, 21] ; this result shows that TS has control over the inner loop's cancellation circuitry.
Can cancellation of a distracting AM occur simultaneously with the synthesis of the ON/OFF cell receding responses? To address this, we investigated the ON/OFF cell responses to receding motion in the presence of a strong random AM (RAM) that mimics tail bending (see Figure S3 and Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Under normal conditions, cancellation largely buffers the RAM, and the receding burst response maintains its form (Figure 3C ; cannot reject H 0 , p = 0.02), although burst spikes occur proportionally more than tonic spikes overall. After mismatched TS injections, cancellation is poor and there is a large increase in bursting evoked by the RAM stimulus that degrades the neural code (reject H 0 , p = 8 3 10
À9
; Figure 3C ). For a TS match, the receding response vanishes again (see Figure S3) . We conclude that TS coordinates the activity of the outer and inner loops to generate meaningful neural codes for spatially localized motion, even in the presence of noisy background distractions.
The cellular and molecular components underlying the synthesis of neural codes for motion have been characterized. The outer loop stellate cells in nP respond to motion signals with high-frequency bursts [24] . These bursts of stellate cell activity induce strong potentiation of synaptic feedback inputs onto the proximal apical dendrites of ON and OFF pyramidal cells [26, 27] and evoke summating NMDA-R postsynaptic potentials [13] . This amplifies the input and evokes superficial cell burst discharge through interactions with a backpropagation mechanism mediated by NaV channels ( Figure 1A ) [13, 34] . During motion, the TS drives inner and outer loop circuitry, balancing excitation and inhibition around the sensory focus, as evidenced by shifts of x* toward the body when net positive feedback is blocked ( Figures 2D and S1 ) and away from the body when negative feedback is blocked ( Figures 3A, 3B, and S1 ). Negative feedback is most likely mediated by rapid SK channel spike-frequency adaptation in the outer loop nP stellate cells [13, 24, 35] . Additional negative regulation is provided by local ELL interneurons that receive outer and inner loop feedback and generate adaptation in ON/OFF cells [13] .
Theories of sensory processing state that top-down projections modulate bottom-up, stimulus-driven neural representations by regulation of receptive field tuning, bursting, and population synchrony [1-3, 5, 7, 13, 14, 36, 37] . In mammalian sensory systems, cortical feedback loops dominate bottom-up sensory input to thalamus and either positively or negatively control bursting depending on whether the inactivated circuitry is topographically matched or mismatched to the spatial RF center of thalamic relay neurons [1, 3, 8] . In the visual system and the electrosense, this organization is thought to implement a spatial attention mechanism or ''sensory searchlight'' [13, 14] . Our findings are important for theories of top-down processing and spatial attention in three distinct ways: first, that topographic feedback not only amplifies but must completely synthesize neural representations of motion; second, extends our understanding of gain amplification in the context of sensory focus and dynamic control of excitability and bursting [19] ; and, third, illustrates how distinct computations can be coordinated simultaneously by feedback, operating within distinct dendritic compartments of bursty pyramidal cells. We note these results satisfy a broadly accepted definition of spatial attention: the enhanced processing of a targeted sense input with a coordinated reduction of distracting input [12] .
Very recently, it has been demonstrated that top-down cortical projections are essential to complete the perception of touch [37] [38] [39] . In particular, Takahashi et al. [39] demonstrate that, in order for the feedback projections to modulate perception, they had to terminate on active apical dendrites of cortical pyramidal cells and generate burst discharge; additionally, the excitatory feedback was balanced by local cortical inhibition. This is consistent with our results, suggesting that equivalent algorithms for top-down control via active dendrites are utilized for representations of touch in mammalian cortex and representations of motion in the electrosensory system. Although there are clear differences (e.g., the cellular basis of bursting) [13, 39] , the striking algorithmic similarities across distinct species and sensory modalities support Marr's idea of natural selection for neural computation [10] , where evolutionary pressures for highly functional sensory coding select for similar computational principles from the available biophysical substrates.
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